HEAD OF A GORGON
BY RAEGEN M. PIETRUCHA

PRAISE
“Head of a Gorgon is what happens when ‘words stretch / beyond body’ to
become bodies themselves — hissing, spitting, unzipping, swelling, predicting,
protecting, recanting, revising, deleting, and most of all, delivering, for this is
verbiage that spits forward, hisses to be heard, stretches and spirals ever higher
with a singular motive: to resurrect. Pietrucha’s breathless soliloquy does exactly
as Helene Cixous prescribes: It writes the venom out of the wronged blood, ‘rips
villains / from my recesses,’ and restores the inherent power and creativity of the
female, and does it with verbs. Medusa has never been so alive as here in this
drama that melds myth and memoir to armor its central tale of abuse, one so
thorough and awful that it pierces time, and yet, it is along that very knife that
poet and gorgon join forces to shape their ‘haven with … pitchy songs.’ A(wo)men.”
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— Larissa Szporluk, author, most recently, of Virginals, winner of the 2018
Burnside Review Press Book Award

ABOUT THE BOOK
Head of a Gorgon is a narrative in poems that reimagines the myth of Medusa,
transporting this ancient tale of sexual violence into contemporary times and examining
it through a survivor-centric, feminist lens. Via persona poems that enable readers to
hear this story of trauma primarily and directly from a protagonist often sidelined or
silenced in other tellings, this devastating collection brings the visceral physical and
psychological experiences and effects of sexual violence out of the shadows and into
the spotlight, revealing a path along which survivors might reimagine themselves within
the societal structures that work against them. In the wake of the #MeToo movement,
this work has never been more timely or critical — not only to those who have survived
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sexual violence but also to those who may be in a position to change the systems that
perpetuate it.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Raegen M. Pietrucha writes, edits, and consults creatively and professionally. Her poetry chapbook, An Animal I Can't Name,
won the 2015 Two of Cups Press competition; her debut poetry collection, Head of a Gorgon, is forthcoming with Vegetarian
Alcoholic Press in May; and she has a memoir in progress. She received her MFA from Bowling Green State University, where
she was an assistant editor for Mid-American Review. Her work has been published in Cimarron Review, Puerto del Sol, and
other journals. Connect with her at raegenmp.wordpress.com and on Twitter at @freeradicalrp.
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ADDITIONAL PRAISE FOR THE AUTHOR
ON CREATIVE WORK
"'Who cares what other stories have told you?' Like our lives, this book is a Venn
diagram: The ancient story of Medusa overlaps with contemporary experiences —
maybe even yours. Physical, philosophical, and brilliantly structured, this collection
does not flinch, even when facing demons. Even when — especially when —
reclaiming its rights. Each time you read these poems (and this whole collection) a
different overlap, or a fresh sound, or a new depth will intrigue you, and you'll gladly
return to the beginning. If you borrow this book, you won't want to give it back.”
—Brad Aaron Modlin, author of Everyone at This Party Has Two Names, winner of
the 2015 Cowles Poetry Book Prize
“Raegen Pietrucha’s devastatingly moving chapbook, An Animal I Can’t Name, is a
collection of well-crafted and language-rich poems. … Pietrucha’s work is graphic and
gorgeous without falling over the cliff of sentimentality.”
—Lori Desrosiers, publisher of Naugatuck River Review and author, most recently,
of Keeping Planes in the Air
“The artistry of [An Animal I Can’t Name] goes well beyond theme. The control of the

Cover of An Animal I Can’t Name,
Pietrucha's debut poetry
chapbook and winner of the
2015 Two of Cups Press Prize

voice of these poems about childhood recollected in adulthood is remarkable.”
—Nettie Farris, author, most recently, of m & n: an epistolary novella
"I've never recognized something so deeply at my own center in someone else's art than I just did in your poems. I'm
breathless, and deeply grateful."
—Diana M., reader
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MORE ABOUT THE AUTHOR
CREATIVE SUMMARY
Raegen Pietrucha is an award-winning professional
and creative writer, editor, consultant, and educator
with two degrees in English and more than 20 years
of combined experience with the craft.
Pietrucha began her creative writing journey in
fiction, fell in love with poetry, and then dipped a
toe into creative nonfiction (more specifically,
memoir).
Her poetry chapbook, An Animal I Can’t Name, won
the 2015 Two of Cups Press competition; her debut
poetry collection, Head of a Gorgon, is forthcoming
with Vegetarian Alcoholic Press in May; and her
memoir is in progress.
Pietrucha's creative work has garnered an
Academy of American Poets Prize, among others;
has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize and
Best of the Net; and has been published in
Cimarron Review, Puerto del Sol, and other outlets.
Pietrucha has led workshops, participated in readings and podcasts, trained creative writers in submissions and
publication, and helped individuals polish single pieces as well as entire program application portfolios and book
manuscripts.
She also served as the founding faculty advisor for the University of Nevada, Las Vegas’ undergraduate creative arts
journal, Beyond Thought.
Pietrucha earned her BA in creative writing from the University of Arizona and her MFA from Bowling Green State
University, where she was an assistant editor for Mid-American Review.
Professionally, Pietrucha is a former magazine editor-in-chief, features editor, and communications director with
experience bringing polished, captivating, and accessible content to verticals such as technology, health care, higher
education, and publishing.
She is skilled in idea generation and storytelling strategies that inform, engage, and entertain; build audiences, brands, and
consumer loyalty; and generate sales leads and market awareness.
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AUTHOR IN THE NEWS
& THE COMMUNITY
IN THE NEWS
December 2021—Spot on Chat and Spin Radio
November 2021—Full House Magazine Podcast, Episode from Nov.
28, 2021
October 2021—Arts Calling Podcast with Jaime Alejandro, Episode 8
April-May 2021—Mini-interview series with Thomas Whyte
October 2016—Interview in Speaking of Marvels
July 2016—Review of An Animal I Can't Name in Monday Night
June 2016—Literary Las Vegas spotlight in the Las Vegas ReviewJournal
Spring 2016—Review of An Animal I Can't Name in Blue Lyra Review
May 2016—Highlight in Cimarron Review

IN THE COMMUNITY
November 2021—Virtual reading for Daily Drunk Mag's Marvelous
Verses Anthology
November 2021—Virtual reading with MP Armstrong and Samantha
Fain
April 2017—"Use Your Voice, Break the Silence: A Workshop on Short
Manuscript Preparation" at the Las Vegas Clark County Library
District's Sahara West Branch
March 2017—Fourth Annual Author Showcase at Henderson Libraries'
Green Valley Branch
September 2016—Pen and Palette author and artist showcase
June 2016—BooksOrBooks book-signing benefit for Alzheimer's
disease
April 2016—AWP author book signing for An Animal I Can't Name
April 2016—Two of Cups Press Salon at AWP
October 2015—Virtual guest lecturer at Ohio University, leading two
classroom discussions for its "Women and Writing" course
April 2015—AWP reading in Minneapolis, hosted by Sakura Review
April 2015—AWP reading in Minneapolis, hosted by Naugatuck River
Review
October 2014—Reading in Massachusetts, Naugatuck River Review
October 2007—Reading at Prout Chapel, BGSU
February 2007—Reading at Prout Chapel, BGSU
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POEM FROM THE BOOK
Relics
The first to set his sights on me after tried hymns,

I’d settle for some substitute

but the dissonance struck too similar—

for justice, torment other gluttons

his chords, always choked.

ignoring the warnings.

The next pledged devotion,

I once wished a tender

but another’s portrait dropped from his pocket—

face could exist with me. But now

his fingers, perpetually outstretched.

I know better. Men keep advancing;

Then one came who tried to hide beneath my pane,

the same gaze awaits; everything

but he didn’t see the glass was already cracked—

petrifies. This is no life.

his fractures, natural.

No one wishes for kisses that shock white.

But it’s been so long, and there have been so many,
it’s hard now to recall how it first felt
to witness the twist seize skin
like ivy, realizing I was the root.
For a while, I’ll admit I could live
with hunting understudies;
that seemed the best I could do,
marked for this dark art, my nemeses
Poem first appeared as "Medusa's Relics" in a 2020
too clever, avoiding this perimeter.

issue of Feral: A Journal of Poetry and Art
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AUTHOR Q&A
What inspired you to write Head of a Gorgon?
The first thing that comes to mind with anything I write is urgency, that sense that something needs to be said and perhaps I
am someone who can say it the way it needs to be said to resonate with someone who needs to hear it. It is also important to
me to give voice to what has remained unstated or understated (whether by choice or by force) in the realm of women’s
experience. Medusa embodies “blaming the victim.” In most versions of the myth about her, she is raped by Poseidon, yet she
alone is punished for what took place on Athena’s altar. My persona work draws from the many versions of the myth as well
as personal experience and the experiences of some close to me. Because the original myth of Medusa begins in her
adulthood, I saw a unique opportunity to build out a childhood for her that not only sets the reader up to understand the
different retellings of the original myth in a new way but also creates a contemporary framework that is reflective of what we
know to be one of many tragic truths about sexual assault: namely, being sexually assaulted puts survivors at a higher risk for
being victimized again in the future.
How did you decide on the arrangement and title of your book?
The poems in Head of a Gorgon are arranged chronologically, for the most part, and flow much like a novel in verse, except
not as lengthy. As far as the title goes, I knew the titles of the poems in the book would not work for this purpose, as those
titles tend to be too short or self-contained for that. It took years for this title to come to me. For a long time, I was convinced
the name Medusa had to be in the title. But the longer I worked on the collection, the more I realized I wanted readers to be
able to relate to this character by actually thinking of themselves as this character. Names become problematic when that is
a goal, which is why none of the people in this collection are named, technically; we get initials only, at best. So with the name
Medusa being out as far as the title was concerned, I needed to think of something that would still communicate very clearly
what the book was about. "Gorgon" seemed perfect because it does not have any other uses or meanings, to my knowledge,
besides as reference to the three sisters from Greek mythology (Medusa had two sisters, Euryale and Stheno). But what
distinguishes Medusa from her sisters, ultimately, is the transformation of her body after sexual violence occurs, and that
transformation is most familiar to readers when it takes the form of her head, writhing with snakes. And much of the violence
that takes place for survivors of sexual abuse and assault once the actual abuse/assault ceases occurs in the head. So Head
of a Gorgon seemed quite fitting.
What kind of world does your book create, and what are some of the threads throughout the work?
The world of Head of a Gorgon is dark, insular. I became fascinated with a description of Jason Shinder’s work as seeming as
if it were written in a vacuum, its own solitary world. I wanted to create a world like that; I wanted this story to feel isolating,
inescapable, suffocating — like water slowly rising until you finally realize you’re drowning — because this is what Medusa’s
experiences feel like in my book. Certain images from the original myth arise throughout: the ocean (Poseidon's world), stone
(what Medusa turns others into). Fish and birds also appear because early descriptions of Medusa’s body draw from those
animals. I wanted to include contemporary Christian imagery too because I think, outside of superhero stories, religion is the
closest we come to mythology in modern times. Stars also play a role, again harking back to the days of earlier mythology.
Whom do you most hope will read your book?
My deepest hope is that this work reaches survivors of all genders and that they too may be able to transform the tragic into
some form of healing, activism, or both, should they so desire. The reason I create and share anything at all is because, after
several years of struggle, I became able to live my life in a way that empowered me. I hope in reading my work, others realize
they are not alone and never were — and that they can also overcome much adversity.
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